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Over the past decade we have 
witnessed a large number of 
cyber attacks targeting all kinds of 

computing devices ranging from prominent 
web sites, to ordinary home computers, and, 
lately, mobile phones. When the Code Red 
Internet worm broke out in 2001, hundreds 
of thousands of Web servers were crippled 
in just a few days, causing serious disruption 
worldwide. Despite the increased awareness 
and significant effort from industry and 
public authorities alike, seven years later we 
are still exposed to threats online, primarily 
due to the fact that the Internet is becoming 
more and more lucrative as a target, and also 
because attackers seem to be innovating 
with alarming success.

The NoAH project, supported by the European 
Union through a Design Study implemented 
as a Specific Support Action in the Sixth 
Framework Programme, promises to make a 
significant contribution towards addressing 
the challenge of gathering and analyzing 
information about the nature of Internet 
attacks, so that appropriate countermeasures 
can be taken to combat them.

The guiding design practice in NoAH is 
that large numbers of mechanized attacks 
can only be tracked timely and efficiently 
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through automated approaches. This 
automation is achieved through the use of  
“bait” computers called honeypots that 
are intentionally left vulnerable. Although 
seemingly an easy target, these honeypots 
are heavily monitored and record all 
attacks made against them. By studying the 
information collected by the honeypots, 
NoAH researchers are able to monitor and 
study the patterns of cyber attacks against 
the European cyberspace. 

In this cat and mouse game, NoAH is 
employing a variety of smart and interesting 
tactics. One of these is the honey@home 
network (http://www.honeyathome.
org), which extends the reach of the “bait” 
network to homes and small business 
networks. With honey@home, any citizen 
with network connectivity can participate 
in the NoAH network and contribute 
computing resources, in the same spirit 
as the SETI@home network tries to detect 
structured communication from space 
signals. While extra-terrestrial life may be 
hard to find, the NoAH infrastructure has 
already captured several thousands of 
unique attack records, which are quickly 
becoming indispensable as base data for 
guiding the design of next-generation 
security tools. 
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